PERFORMANCE RIDER
Please contact Grant Kemmerer (305)773-0489
if there are any questions regarding this rider.
ARRIVAL
If outdoor temperature is above 70F or below 50F we will need access to a minimum 30amp/220
volt electrical outlet (50 amp/220 volt preferred) to plug in support trailer to provide temp control for
the animals. We will supply power cords but need service within 50’ or less from the trailer. Please
provide at least two stage hands for assistance in loading in and out.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
We would need (2) double, non-smoking rooms (ground floor and pet friendly if possible). Hotel
preferably within 25 minutes of the venue and must have a parking lot that can accommodate a
truck/trailer combo of 56’. No parking garages.
PARKING
We will arrive 5 hours before starting time of the show. Unloading dock area and subsequent parking
would be needed for a truck/trailer combo of 56’.
HOSPITALITY
We will have 3 staff members from WWOA. Water and coffee as well as a hot meal for 3 people, 3 hours
before the start of the show should be provided. Sandwiches are fine in lieu of something hot if needed.
TICKETS
We would need 5 complimentary tickets per show available; any unused tickets may be sold by the
venue the day before the performance.
DRESSING ROOMS
We would need 2 private dressing rooms close to the stage.
STAGE
A stage minimum of 30’ wide and 20’ deep is needed, preferably no less than 3’ high. If stage
requirements are less please notify us of the dimensions so we can adjust if needed. We will provide
a canvas backdrop which would need supported by cables from the rafters. The canvas would be 20’
wide and 8’ tall. We will provide carpeting 25’ wide by 12’ deep that would need taped down. Stage
would need to be cleared of all cords and monitors. Backstage must be clear for trainers to move/
shift animal crates/carriers into position. Curtains will be used to hide the entire backstage holding
area from the audiences view.
SOUND
We will provide a Shure wireless headset microphone, we will need one monitor backstage.
LIGHTING
We will want the entire stage lit with a warm white light, no colored or spotlights would be needed.
MERCHANDISE SALES
A draped table should be available in the lobby for autographs, photo and T-shirt sales following
the performance.

